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Setting itself apart from other translations by sacrificing neither accuracy nor readability, the ESV is

an essentially literal translation that seeks to duplicate the original texts while taking into account the

differences between modern English and the original languages. Relying on the work of more than

fifty Bible scholars, the translation committee realized its goals of word-for-word precision and

accuracy, literary excellence and readability, and depth of meaning.Written in language beautiful

enough to be used for public reading, clear enough for preaching and devotions, and trustworthy

enough for academic study, the ESV sets a new standardÃ¢â‚¬â€•and is truly a Bible for all people.
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Translating the comments above for those of you that are like me and have trouble reading in

between the lines:******"His slow, thoughtful, and emotionally expressive narration makes you feel

like you're ACTUALLY THERE, experiencing the story of Jesus."The narrator gives a new voice to

every character we meet. He talks as if he is speaking in a play and enunciating to 200 people

sitting in various parts of the theater.************"I say without any reservation or exaggeration that

this Dramatic Narration of the Complete ESV New Testament by MARQUIS LAUGHLIN is the best

audio Bible ever."The narrator attempt to mimic emotions the characters might be feeling. Like Peter

cowering in fear. A trembling (or a quivering) voice is common.************"I felt his voice was very

nice and he had a great tempo."Tempo...like in music. Yes the narrator uses this continuously. His

voice goes up and down, up and down...******I will say that I didn't read the reviews very well before

purchasing this. I saw a cheap audio version of the New Testament and thought "That would be



good to get."If you are like me and easily distracted by the narrator adding every voice instrument

known to man to his reading of the scripture, then this audio book isn't for you.I was simply looking

for a nice, dry reading (no drama) for memorization when I'm in the car. Basically I'm using this as a

tool to better quote scripture when I'm discussing topics or thinking about things.Some people might

find this version worthwhile, so I'm not knocking it if drama is your style, but if you want a cut and

dry reading of the New Testament, try another audio book.-AndrewPS I am comparing this against

Sam Stinson's Librivox reading of the Bible (ASV). I was looking for an audio version of the ESV

since that is what I read on a daily basis and I wanted my audio bible to match my reading bible.

Picked these up as gifts for my RCIA group. They appreciated the wonderful explanations before

the readings it provides.

Listen nightly as I go to sleep and when I need to take a break in the day. Reading is not as good as

I would have liked the accentuation on words kind of throw me off

nice

i absolutely love this version! this is great for anyone that has a hard time understanding the written

word! try it out....you won't be disappointed. it has made me want to spend more time reading about

the new testament!

A small but important detail for anyone planning to listen to these MP3s on an iOS device (iPhone,

iPod, iPad). These MP3s are encoded low enough (64 kbps - 96 kbps is the minimum) that they are

NOT compatible with iTunes Match. This is not an issue if you sync your device with your local

iTunes, but a major one if you had planned to be able to download from iTunes Match or stream

them from iCloud.Here is a trick to convert them into iTunes Match-compatible files: [...]

It was listed as a cd. But it's a book.

Got it for my mother in law and she loves it.
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